Second Draft for Ongoing Consultation
GLENDALE TRUST
MEANISH PIER AND SLIPWAY DEVELOPMENT
This report is to be used as a working document by the Glendale Trust in its development of a
detailed proposal for the upgrade of Meanish Pier and Slip and associated shore based
developments. It summarises how the organisation has come to this point and the results of
community consultations to date and then outlines the scope for development based on
community aspirations. The report is a tool to be used by the Trust in its planning of the
developments as it moves forward and will be useful when completing funding applications as it
contains all of the key elements required by the majority of funding organisations.
A copy of the original brief commissioning this work is provided in Annex A.
1.

Background

1.1

The Group

Glendale Trust (GT) were registered as a company limited by guarantee on the 12th of July 2007
(Company SC327627) and became recognised as a charity also in July 2007(Scottish Charity No:
SC03871). The company has a membership of 102 and 6 Directors elected by the membership. The
Trust was formed in recognition of the specific challenges the area which has been classified as
‘fragile’ by Highlands and Islands Enterprise. The Trust’s objectives are centred on the regeneration
of the area addressing issues of social and economic deprivation.
In 2010 the Trust was included in Highlands and Islands Enterprise’s ‘Community Account
Management’ (CAM). HIE’s CAM scheme is designed to generate sustainable economic growth
across the Highland’s and Islands, with a particular approach for helping whole communities, in
fragile areas, to foster population growth, develop sustainable revenue streams, deliver local
services and collaborate with partners. Through CAM funding was provided to enable the Trust to
employ a Local Development Officer (LDO) to produce a plan for the community and to develop and
implement projects that address the ‘fragile’ factors. In 2012 the Trust produced the Glendale
Community Growth Plan which identified the specific challenges facing the community, the
aspirations of the community and an outline plan for action. During this time the Trust ran a heritage
centre in the old school and has worked with the wider community on a number of projects
including improvements to broadband, the establishment of a first responder service and
safeguarding the Glendale graveyard.
One of the major projects identified in the Growth Plan was securing the future of the pier and slip
at Meanish. This is seen as an important hub both for existing businesses and as a potential growth
area both for community use and for economic development. The community took ownership of the
facility from Highland Council in May 2013 after over a year of survey and legal work.
The Glendale Trust does not work in isolation and has been working with different groups within the
community on a number of initiatives, including Glendale Community Council, Glendale Estate and
Loch Pooltiel Moorings’ Association.
The Directors and LDO have a considerable range of skills including:
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Project Management
Engineering Surveying
Business Management
Financial Control
Events Organisation
Marketing & Publicity
Fundraising
IT & Web Design
Youth Work

They can demonstrate a track record in delivering a wide range of projects of a similar scale and
nature and one Director has direct experience of the redevelopment of another community slipway
in Colbost on Skye which has resulted in a range of benefits to the community.
1.2

The Site

Meanish Pier and slipway sits at the far end of the community of Glendale which is on the Duirinish
peninsula on the island of Skye, see Figure 1. Glendale is one of the most remote areas on Skye
taking around 1.5 hours to reach for people coming on to the island over the Skye Bridge it has
around 140 households and a population of approximately 300.

Figure 1: Map of Glendale Community
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The pier has a huge cultural and historical significance to the area as from here many residents were
cleared from the land and shipped to North America. An uprising of crofters whose activities were
being restricted by landlords in the late 19th Century led to the government stepping in with officials
landing from a Navy gunboat. This led to the formation of the Napier Commission, the Crofters Act
of 1886 and the subsequent purchase of the Glendale Estate by the local crofters. The pier then
became the focus of activity as the community’s main access with the outside world was by sea until
the B884 was built in XXXX? All goods and services were delivered by sea and most people arrived or
departed by boat.
The pier and slipway has since been a hub for economic activity particularly fishing and on occasion
fish farming. It is a hub for a wide range of visitors including divers, kayakers and leisure fishermen
and it is heavily used by the local community for leisure activity with a very active local Moorings’
Association.
This facility, comprising a stone built pier and concrete slip built on foreshore and seabed leased
from the Crown Estate and a small area of land owned outright and shown in Figure 2, which was
owned by the Highland Council has in recent years been under threat due to pressures on Council
budgets and had not had any investment in many years. It was becoming unsafe and unfit for
purpose and the Highland Council were considering not renewing the Crown Estate lease and
dismantling the facility. The Glendale Trust in recognition of the important role that the facility plays
in both the social and economic future of the area was able to take ownership of the pier, slip and
adjacent land from the Council in May 2013 and is now seeking to make the facility safe and improve
its potential to deliver wider community benefits. A map of the land that has been secured by the
Glendale Trust is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Glendale Trust Ownership (is this right – taken from original documents?)
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At present there are a number of other proposals being considered for the pier and the surrounding
area. A neighbouring landowner intends to establish a boathouse and holiday lets and a local fish
farm company has outline proposals to use the area as a staff shore base for a nearby fish farm
development. An adjacent historic building called the Salt Store which is owned by the Glendale
Estate could have potential use by both the Trust and the developers. Discussions are ongoing with
these parties on how all proposals can work together to achieve maximum benefit for the
community.
1.3 Community Consultation and Involvement
In order to ascertain the needs and aspirations of the community an independent consultation was
commissioned. This work took place in May and June 2013 and comprised a meeting with key
stakeholders and user groups, a household survey and a public meeting. A separate report is
available on the results of this consultation work.
This consultation work is seen as an ongoing process which will continue throughout the
development of the project. The Glendale Trust will be working with a project working group
comprising members of Glendale Community Council, Glendale Estate, Loch Pooltiel Moorings’
Association and representatives of key user groups and neighbours.
The key findings of the consultation work to date are:








There is overwhelming support for some level of development at Meanish pier and slip.
There is a desire to see the pier remain as a working area supporting fishing interests.
The pier and slip are extremely important in facilitating sea access as the closest other slips are
30 miles by sea to the South and 15 miles by sea to the North. The area is of particular
importance to recreational divers due to the Loch Pooltiel Pier and the presence of 2 local
wrecks.
There is recognition of the cultural and heritage significance of the area and this needs to be
taken into account in any design process and subsequent developments.
A significant percentage of the community actively use the pier and slipway already for various
leisure and community activities.
There is clear consensus on a number of developments at Meanish with specific user groups
having clearly identified needs which will need to be incorporated e.g. fishermen would like
improved storage facilities.

The Consultation Survey was developed using the electronic on-line survey tool Survey Monkey but
all eligible respondents were sent a paper copy of the survey which they could chose to complete in
hard copy or on-line. The survey was sent out to 129 households in the Glendale Trust’s identified
postcode areas through using data from the electoral roll in May 2013 (note this means those
households who had elected not to receive 3rd party mailings did not receive a survey). The survey
was also available to collect from the Post Office in Glendale or from the LDO. The survey opened on
Saturday 1st June 2013 and closed on Friday 14th June 2013.
All 62 respondents completed the question on how they currently use the facility and results show
that the most significant uses of the pier for the local community are leisure fishing and community
events with a small number of other households using for other water sport related activity. A third
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of respondents indicated that they use the pier for other activities and these typically included
walking (some with dogs), beach combing, picnics, photography or just enjoying the scenery and
local wildlife. If we look at these results within the context of the wider community over a quarter of
all households use the pier actively for leisure fishing or some form of water based activity.
Over 50% of the households surveyed also run one or more local businesses and they were asked
whether they felt that the development of an improved facility at Meanish would help their
business. Approximately half indicated ‘Yes’ with a further 25% saying ‘Maybe’. A wide range of
businesses responded including commercial fishermen, tourism accommodation providers, local
shops, cafes and crofters/farmers.
Respondents were also asked about issues currently affecting the area and those most frequently
identified related to the state of the pier and slipway itself with lack of car parking also being
identified as a high priority.
Respondents were then asked to consider what level of development they would want and the
specific facilities they would wish to see developed. All 62 respondents completed these questions.
The results indicate that there are a small number of facilities that are supported by a clear majority
of respondents and these are:





Extended Pier and Slip (74.2%)
Informal Car Parking ((56.5%)
Seating (56.5%), and
Toilets/ Showers (56.5%)

There are a number of other developments which are supported by between one third and half of
respondents and these are listed below in order of support.







Improved storage for local marine related businesses (43.5%)
Information Board/ Interpretation Panels (38.7%)
Space for Community Events (38.7%)
Deep Water Moorings for Visiting Yachts (37.1%)
Development of the Salt Store ....... (37.1%)
Improved storage for local leisure users (35.5%)

Further analysis shows that looking at responses from those with local businesses demands for
improved storage for local marine related businesses and the provision of information boards/
interpretation panels rises above 50%.
Looking then at responses from those who currently participate in community events demands for
improved storage for local marine related businesses, the provision of information boards/
interpretation panels, space for community events and the provision of deep water moorings all rise
above 50%.
A small number of respondents provided other suggestions including: just toilets (no showers),
rubbish bins, tide table information and lifesaving equipments, access to fresh water, public art,
registration as the area as a dark skies site.
Further suggestions at the public meeting included bicycle hire, the inclusion of art/sculpture, some
form of covered area to be included with seating as the weather is not always good, fresh water –
perhaps a drinking fountain to stop water wastage and picnic tables.
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A number of concerns were raised throughout the consultation that will have to be addressed
throughout the development process:





Capital and ongoing revenue costs – whatever is put in place must be financially sustainable.
The development must be in keeping with both the historical and cultural context and the
natural environs. No ‘over development’.
Rubbish, sewerage and the potential for vandalism.
The need to balance the needs of different user groups and potential health and safety/
public safety issues.

2. Project Description
2.1 Introduction
The vision for Meanish Pier is to provide a range of high quality, low maintenance facilities in
keeping with the area and its surrounds which enable the facility to be used safely by a wide range
of users including commercial fishermen, local and visiting recreational users, the wider community
and the general public.
This will involve improving the pier and slip and provide a range of additional facilities to both
improve safety and extend its use. It will also involve a number of shore based developments to
improve access and make the site more usable by all.
The intention is to work through Architecture Scotland to have a design competition which will
provide a more detailed proposal which will incorporate all of the elements outlined below in
consultation with the Meanish Pier Working Group. Given that this is an iterative and ongoing
process some of the details below may alter.
2.2 Marine Related Developments
2.2.1

Pier and Slipway

Technical surveys have shown that the pier at Meanish is in good condition and only requires minor
repairs to the slab/wall at the ramp. However some work requires to be carried out at the end of the
slipway to make it safe and if reconstructed to a longer length at a gradient of 1 in 8 over a 17.5 m
length could make it more usable at a wider range of tides. In addition it is proposed that as access
to the slipway is currently made difficult by the unsurfaced approach and turning area a concrete
slab down to the slipway should also be provided along with a turning area surfaced in asphalt.
2.2.2

Walkway

In order to provide easy and safe access to all boat users it is proposed to provide a floating walkway
such as shown in Figure 3 below. This will again improve access at all states of the tide and will be of
particular benefit to leisure fishermen, divers and visiting yachts.
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Figure 3: Example of Walkway Construction
2.2.3

Deep Water Moorings

At present the only fixed moorings in Loch Pooltiel are operated by the Loch Pooltiel Moorings’
Association for the use of its members and the local fishermen. Any visiting yachts must use their
own anchor which limits use considerably. It is therefore proposed to install 10 deep water moorings
in 2 trots which will provide both a safe mooring for visiting yachts and also generate some
additional income both to help with the upkeep of the facilities but will provide additional benefits
for local businesses. Evidence from other similar community led initiatives in the West Highlands
indicate that uptake will be high, particularly during the peak summer months. The island of Canna
installed 10 deep water moorings in late 2012 ready for the 2013 season and indicated that from
Easter 2013 they have had high uptake with 100% occupancy for June 2013. Similarly Lochaline
Pontoons which has now been operating for 2 seasons with space for 22 yachts has had very high
uptake with 100% occupancy during peak summer months. Figures from these community facilities
are included in a separate report and have been used to inform income and expenditure setting.

2.3 Shore Related Developments
2.3.1

Car Parking

It is proposed to provide a car parking area for up to 10 cars which will be adequate for regular daily
use. The site is already well frequented by campervans overnight and it is anticipated that up to 3
campervans per evening would use the car park and adjacent facilities. The car park will be
landscaped to fit with the existing layout of the site, providing a level surface which will be covered
in hard core surface material.
2.3.2

Toilets/ Showers

Demand has clearly been identified for a toilet/ shower block on site. This should contain 2 cubicles,
2 sinks and 2 showers for both men and women with additional urinals for men, this is based on
provision at a number of other sites on islands and in coastal communities with similar needs (Eigg,
Canna, Arisaig, Lochaline). This could be developed as a standalone unit (most likely of timber
construction), a combined unit with storage for marine users or integrated into the development of
the Salt Store. A tap to provide water to pier users will be considered.
This will require services (electricity and water) to be provided to site.
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A secure box for users to leave payments for moorings, campervan use and donations for toilet use
will be installed on the side of the building.
2.3.3

Storage for Marine Related Businesses

There are currently two commercial fishermen operating from Meanish and this may be expanded
to include a local fish farm and possibly wildlife tour operators in due course. This means that any
storage developed must have some potential expansion capacity built in. There are three options to
be considered here: 1. To develop the Salt Store as a storage/ office base for marine related
businesses; 2. To develop a standalone modular storage unit which can be removed or expanded as
needs require, or; 3. An integrated storage area which forms part of the building of a separate toilet/
shower block. Each of these will have significantly different costs and much will depend on the
specific needs of the potential users. A needs analysis of the different users will be carried out to
identify current and future needs and this will be incorporated into the design process.
2.3.4

Visitor Infrastructure

The intention is to provide some infrastructure on site which will provide additional information for
visitors to the area. It is proposed that some form of seating will be provided along with at least two
appropriately placed interpretation panels/ information boards – one focused around the cultural
significance of the area and the other on the wildlife both shore based and marine. There is scope
for the design and content of both the seating and panels to be developed in partnership with
different groups within the community and beyond (e.g. SNH, RSPB, Am Baile) and to have an
element of public art. There are good examples of where artists in residence have worked with
communities to incorporate such elements in design – examples include Ullapool High School’s
external spaces, Taigh Chearsabhaigh in Lochmaddy where there are coastal pebble mosaics (Figure
4) and a ‘hut of the shadows’ or Teanassie Primary School where children’s’ ideas were
incorporated into seating design (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Mackerel Pebble Mosaic at Lochmaddy
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Figure 5: Bench in School Grounds at Teanassie Primary School
2.3.5

Space for Community Events

The details of this have yet to be fully specified but one option might be to have the car parking area
doubling as space for community events such as Homecoming or Midsummer Barbecue. There could
be scope for the installation of a temporary structure (poles/ sail material) to provide a covered area
such as shown in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Examples of Shade Sail Structures for Community Event Space
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3.
Activity
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Timescales for Delivery
Activity Description

2013
Q4

2014
Q1

Q2

Q3

Establish Working Group
Run Design Competition
Community Consultation
Finalise Capital & Revenue Costs
Secure Permissions
Secure Formal Tenders
Secure Funding
Pier & Slip Works
Mooring Installation
Walkway Installation
Car Park Construction
Toilet/ Shower Block
Storage Facility
Space for Community Events
Information Boards/ Interpretation
Panels
Seating
Commission Public Art
Formal Open Day
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Q4

2015
Q1

2016

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2
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3.1
Key Milestones
The milestones listed in Table 1 below have been identified for the activities planned:
Milestone
Date Achieved
First Meeting of Working Group
August 2013
Launch Design Competition
September 2013
Secure Permissions
February 2014
Secure Funding
March 2014
Award Contracts for Marine Based Works
June 2014
Award Contract for Shore Based Works
June 2014
Commission Contract for Public Art Elements
August 2014
Final Snagging
May 2015
Open Day
July 2015
Table 1: Milestones

4.

Project Management Arrangements

The project will be delivered by the Glendale Trust Directors supported by the Local Development
Officer who will be responsible for the securing of funding, tendering and letting of all contracts,
payments and claims. A professional project manager will be contracted to deliver the project on
time and within budget. The Trust will be informed and guided by the Meanish Pier Working Group
which will comprise representatives from all the key stakeholders. The role of the working group will
be to oversee the planning and design process, ensure ongoing consultation and involvement of the
wider community and to make recommendations to the Trust on the final shape of the
developments and Meanish. It will have an ongoing role in ensuring that all parties are fully engaged
in the development and construction process and that the project is delivered to the quality
required and will meet the needs of users. It will also liaise with the project manager and contractors
while on site to ensure that users can continue to access and use the facilities, particularly without
disrupting business.

5.

Capital Costings & Funding

A detailed breakdown of the costs involved in carrying out the planned work has been provided in
Table 2 below. A summary of the funding package is given in Table 3. These tables are a summary of
a more detailed spreadsheet and figures are based on either quotes or industry standard rates,
some of which have to be confirmed. An inflation rate of X% per annum has been added to costs
(not yet been done...)
Project Element
Design & Planning Costs
Project Management Costs
Pier and Slipway Work
Floating Walkway
Storage for Marine Businesses
Provision of Services to Site – Electricity

2013
10,000
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2014

2015

-

Total
10,000
52,880
148,800
88,992
10,000
20,000
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Project Element
2013
2014
2015
Provision of Services to Site – Water
Deep Water Moorings
Car Park
Toilets/ Showers
Seating
Information Boards/ Panels
Space for Community Events
Total
Table 2: Detailed Project Cost Breakdown

Funder
Growing Community Assets
ERDF
HIE
SNH
Private Trusts
HC – Ward Fund
Community In Kind
Total

6.

Total
4,020
28,890
15,000
200,000
600
7,406
15,000
591,678

Amount

Status
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Tbc Funding Strategy in Planning
Table 3: Funding Breakdown

Risk Analysis

It is recognised that there are a number of risk factors in planning and delivering this project that
have to be taken into consideration. Table 4 below sets out areas of potential risk and outlines
actions that would be taken to either minimise risk or mitigate the potential impact.
Risk Factor
Slippage in Timescales for
Delivery

Impact
Potential cost increases,
problems in meeting funding
claim deadlines.

Failure to secure complete
funding package

Possible knock on in ability
to deliver complete project
and further delays. Damage
to community enthusiasm.

Delays in securing complete
funding package.

Delays cause cost increases
also problems with
maintaining community
enthusiasm.
Loss of expertise and
continuity.

Turnover in Working Group/
Trust Directors
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Mitigation
Employment of a project
manager on contract whose
role will be to ensure
delivery of key infrastructure
projects to planned
timescale.
Split of project into small
number of discrete packages
with separate funding
packages.
Ensure timescales realistic to
take into account for funding
decisions.
Seek to increase
membership and recruit
additional members of
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Risk Factor

Failure to contract Project
Manager

Poor quality of capital works
completed.

Conflicting requirements of
neighbours and key user
groups re timing and
priorities.

7.

Impact

Mitigation
Working Group with relevant
experience. Use employed
Project Managers to oversee
projects.
Potential for slippages in
Start tendering process in
delivery and ability to
advance of funding being
complete work.
secured on the basis that
contract will only be
awarded once funds
available.
Additional costs to put right
Employ skilled Project
and increased maintenance
Manager on contract with
costs.
experience in quality control.
Secure ongoing advice from
agency experts and other
communities with
experience of comparable
projects.
Potential for delays in
Maintain good
delivery of projects which
communications with all and
may have financial
engage via Working Group.
implications.
Ensure they understand
timescales and needs of
funders.
Table 4: Risks and Mitigation

Outcomes & Outputs

The aim of Glendale Trust is “promotion for the public benefit of rural regeneration in areas of social
and economic deprivation, and in particular within the area of Glendale, Isle of Skye, Scotland
Postcodes IV55 8WJ-Y and 8ZS-Z)
The outcomes to be achieved through Glendale Trust’s work are:
People have better chances in life
 A safe and functional pier and slipway with associated facilities safeguarding at least 2 local jobs,
creating 1 part time job and supporting at least 15 local businesses.
 Provision of facilities for visitors, increasing the number of visitors to the area by 25% thus
supporting at least 15 local businesses.
People have better and more sustainable services and environments
 A financially sustainable facility with scope for ongoing maintenance and development.
 Increased awareness of the area’s cultural and natural heritage and through this a retained
memory of the site’s cultural significance.
 Provision of a safe environment for children to learn about their marine environment and take
place in educational and recreational activities both on the shore and on the water.
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Communities are safer and stronger and more able to work together to tackle inequalities
 Increased skills, competence and confidence levels in 10 active volunteers to enable them to
participate and be involved in developing projects beneficial to the community and in
participating in local decision-making structures.
 Establishment of a new partnership bringing together 4 local community organisations to work
on a project for the first time.
 An improved sense of place and community pride with Meanish Pier at its heart.

People and communities are healthier
 Improved access and facilities providing increased recreational and social opportunities to be
available to the local community and other users thus improving health and well-being.
 Maintenance of an active fishing fleet and provision of facilities to enable local people to
purchase locally caught seafood.
This will be achieved through the delivery of:
17.5m of low gradient slipway with associated access and turning area.
Provision of a walkway for safe marine/ shore access.
10 deep water moorings.
A serviced toilet and shower block.
Storage for up to 4 local marine related businesses.
Car parking for 10 vehicles.
Provision of a structure to provide a space for community events.
2 interpretation panels provided.
2 pieces of public art.
2 seats.

8.

Exit Strategy

The project has been designed such that enough income will be generated to meet costs. These
figures have been based on the experience of other comparable community led marine access
projects e.g. Applecross Pier, Lochaline Pontoons and Slipway and Onshore Facilities, Canna
Moorings & Onshore Facilities, Isle of Eigg Heritage Trust Facilities, Arisaig Community Trust Public
Toilets, Lochcarron Slipway, Shetland Moorings and Pontoons.
An estimate of Glendale Trust’s annual running costs and income relating to Meanish Pier is shown
in Tables 5 & 6 below. These clearly demonstrate that the facility is financially sustainable in the long
term. Note: No costs are in place for someone to open and close facilities, check that fees are
being paid etc. – in Lochaline this is a paid part time post while in other communities cleaning staff
or volunteers take on additional responsibilities. A budget may also be required for replacements/
accidental damage if insurance is not taken out – particularly important for moorings.
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Expenditure Item
Annual Cost
Insurance – Structure
Tbc
Insurance – PLI
£400
Slipway Cleaning
Tbc
Toilet/ Showers Cleaning (Staff)
£2,552
Cleaning/ Hand Washing Materials
£400
Paper Consumables
£800
Water Charges
£600
Electricity Charges
£900
Slipway Maintenance
£500
Car Park Maintenance
£500
Toilets/ Showers Maintenance
£500
Lease of Additional Land
?
Crown Estate Lease
£100
Accounts
£500
Companies House
£15
Total
£8,317 + ?
Table 5: Meanish Pier Annual Running Costs

Source of Income
Amount
User Charges Fishermen
£500
User Charges Fish Farm
?
User Charges Local Leisure
£800
User Charges Visiting Yachts
£14,560
User Charges Campervans
£1,638
User Charges – Toilets/ Showers
£2,500
HC Comfort Grant
£4,800
Total
£24,798
Table 6: Meanish Pier Annual Income Projections
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Annex A:

Brief for Consultation & Planning

Glendale Trust

Loch Pooltiel Pier & Slip
– Consultation on Community
Requirements

Elgar Finlay
3/7/2013
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Introduction
Following the acquisition of a package of land around Loch Pooltiel Pier and a lease for the Pier and
Slipway we need to establish a plan for use of these assets for the benefit of the community,
including any improvements or developments. To do this we need to carry out the following
activities:
Phase 1: Capture community requirements for use of the assets
Phase 2: Review the totality of these requirements, including initial assessment of costs and
benefits, to establish an outline proposal for meeting some or all of these
requirements
Phase 3: Submit elements of the outline proposal to Architecture Design Scotland, who will
organise a competition to come up with designs for the developmental aspects.
Phase 4: Review the results of the competition and select the design or designs to take
forward
Phase 5: Seek funding for chosen developments
Phase 6: Plan and implement chosen developments
This document provides the specification for the work of phase 1, which is expected to be carried
out by external consultants.

1 Phase 1: Capture of community requirements for use of Pooltiel
Pier, Slipway and surrounding Land
a. The activities of this phase must capture and document the community requirements for use
of Loch Pooltiel pier, slipway and surrounding land.
b. Account must be taken of requirements of direct benefit to some or all of the community,
for example use for social events.
c. Account must also be taken of requirements of indirect benefit to some or all of the
community, for example facilities which might encourage tourists and therefore bring more
income to Glendale.
d. Account must be taken of all of the following potential beneficial aspects of community
ownership of the assets:


Financial benefits



Social benefits



Environmental benefits



Employment benefits
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Community sustainability benefits

e. Account must be taken of the views of all of the following stakeholders:

f.



The Local Development Officer



The Glendale Trust



The Glendale Community Council



The Glendale Estate



The Glendale Community Hall Association



The Loch Pooltiel Moorings Association



Local B&Bs



Local letting property owners



Other local businesses, including Glendale Post Office & Shop



Tourist businesses covering NW Skye (e.g. Rabbies)



Potential new businesses (e.g. diving, boating, fish farming)



Neighbouring land owners



Council planning officers



As many local residents as possible, covering male & female, a wide age range and both
‘locals’ and ‘incomers’.

The resulting requirements document must include the views of all stakeholders. It is
anticipated that refining of the total set of requirements to determine which may be taken
forward will be conducted in phase 2, probably by means of one or more community
meetings.

g. Phase 1 must be completed by 30th June 2013.
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